
Céline  Dion  On  Motherhood:
“I’m More Grounded Now Than
Ever Before”

By Carolyn Robertson for Celebrity Baby Scoop

Mom-of-three Céline Dion bares just about all in the pages of
the September issue of V magazine. Posing for a series of
sultry pics for photographer Sebastian Faena, the Canadian
songstress, who has sons René-Charles, Nelson and Eddy with
her husband René Angélil, opens up about music and motherhood.

Related Link: Celine Dion Pregnant with Twins

On being an open book: “I’ve been an open book all my life,
and I think that’s why people like me. I’ve been criticized
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for it, but I’m not forcing myself to be the person that you
see…. For me to tell someone that my husband had cancer, that
we  were  struggling  to  have  kids,  or  whatever  we’ve  gone
through, talking about my life lets people know the real me.
I’ve  shared  everything  with  them.They  come  for  the  whole
package. I don’t think they just come for the songs.”

On motherhood: “I thought I had a life before, but until I was
a mom, I had no idea. Why would I want a hit? Why would I want
to win awards? There is nothing I can hope and wish for my
career: I can just hope to be blessed as a mother for the rest
of my life the way I am now.”

On her legacy: “Motherhood. Without a doubt. I did not lose
myself to try to realize a dream. Everyone thinks that now
I’ve climbed this ladder and I’m at the top of the top of the
top. I really see the opposite. When I was five and nine and
twelve, I was on the top of the ladder and I was looking down.
My head was in the clouds. In time I came down the ladder. I’m
a mother now. I’m more grounded now than ever before.”


